84DAYBC includes the following:
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Lifetime membership – you only have to pay for the 84DayBC once and you
can do it as many times as you like.
No counting calories or dieting – just easy to follow daily checklists covering
training, healthy eating and mindset.
Daily 2 minute videos with Matt & Monica to keep on track – we give you the
information in bite size pieces over the program so you are learning all the
time.
Watch, Listen or Read – you choose how you want to learn. Watch the
videos, listen to the MP3 workouts or print off the PDF information.
Dozens of different conditioning and cardio workouts – watch it on video or
download PDF with pictures.
Shopping lists, menu plans and dozens of healthy easy to follow receipts.
Access to the exclusive 84DAYBC Mobile App that goes with the program.
Quick access to the exercise of the day, fusion workouts, recipes and the mp3
audio workouts with matt.

Here is a SNEAK PEEK below of the 84 DAILY WELLNESS TOPICS we cover in our
online program.
As you can see there are a lot of amazing topics to give you the knowledge to really
change your body and get the mindset right to be healthy for life.
We are here to support you 100% and get you RESULTS!!
1. Water
2. Incidental Exercise
3. Throw out the Trash
4. Fuel the Fridge
5. Benchmark your Body
6. Work out your Why
7. Starting healthy habits
8. What is the Fusion Workout

9. Starting to Alkalise
10. No more Excuses
11. Benefits of Exercising
12. Portion sizes
13. Wake up work out
14. Make a Commitment
15. Goal setting
16. Essential Nutrients
17. Get moving out of your comfort zone
18. Acid Alkaline Balance
19. Sugar / Alcohol
20. Life rewards Action
21. Think Fit
22. Power up with Protein
23. HIIT the Park
24. Overcoming Obstacles
25. World Champion MP3 workout
26. What Carbs to Eat and When
27. Number 1 food rule
28. Life is a University
29. Eat Fat to Lose Fat

30. 7 biggest causes of Acid build up
31. 7 best ways to get Alkaline
32. Fire up your Metabolism
33. 7 daily food rules
34. Benefits of Sun
35. Discipline & Consistency
36. Stretch & Yoga
37. It’s time to EAT
38. Coconut Oil #1 Superfood
39. Cleansing the Inner Body
40. Weight Training
41. Staying Positive
42. Half way Benchmarks
43. Sugar / Salt/ Mood Cycle
44. Super Juices
45. Don't do Stress
46. Your body needs Salt
47. Try Tabata & Isometrics
48. Eating out the Healthy Way
49. Stay on track, no one is perfect
50. Carb free day

51. Lunchtime workout
52. 5 minute dinners
53. Foods that are not food
54. Eliminate Emotional Eating
55. Fasting
56. Time to step up
57. Never count calories
58. Tips to become super productive
59. Self Sabotage
60. Training Buddies
61. 10 ways to stop bloating and constipation
62. Benefits of a cheat day
63. Enjoying the Journey
64. Healthy Guts
65. De stress with mindful meditation
66. Detox Day
67. Try these foods to boost your mood
68. Whole Food Supplements
69. Super Quick Salads
70. Set a goal and Focus
71. Benefits of Quality Sleep

72. Universal Laws
73. World champion Workouts
74. 9 Healing Foods
75. Cut up Tips
76. Super fast healthy snacks
77. Self belief, believe to achieve
78. Injury Prevention
79. Replacement Day
80. Core
81. Healthy Hormones
82. What's next?
83. Watch this doco instead of TV today
84. Finale Session
THE CHALLENGE STARTS WHEN YOU DO AND YOU CAN DO IT ANYWHERE!
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Monica also holds the 2002, 2003, 2005 and 2006 World Fitness Pairs Title at the
WFF Fitness Universe with her husband, Matt. They both won the AUS Fairfax
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Monica has over 20 years’ experience in the fitness industry as a personal trainer,
group exercise instructor, gymnastics coach, fitness journalist, motivational speaker,
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@ Flemington, which has over 200 personal training clients. She has appeared
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spread the word of wellness and truth on label.

TESTIMONIALS

“I really enjoyed the content! There is some serious planning in there, with a structure
that helps you plan and have meals ready and makes the 84 days easy to follow.
Getting to eat so much is the best part! I’m a lot fitter than I was and have instilled
habits that I will continue with!”
Petros
“Just have to post to thank and congratulate Matt and Monica for putting together
SUCH an incredible program for us all. Matt, I trained with you this morning (MP3) and
you were wonderful! Every day I wake up and watch my video and appreciate just how
much work has gone into this program and I just have to tell you both that I think
you're incredible people. Loving the program and the support (and the results!), thank
you!!”
Angie
“My favourite part of the challenge is the clarity it offers with each step. It is not just for
84 days, but is life changing. The challenge makes you be honest with yourself, be true
to your exercise as well as helping you believe in yourself!”
Anne
“It's been the best challenge or weight loss program I've ever been involved in and I
commend Matt & Monica for all their thought and hard work in putting it together. The
support was second to none, and I would like to say a great big thank you to all. Thank
you!”
Dean
“In only 7 days I could feel the energy and weight loss benefits! One of the best parts is
the nutrition plan that really helps with food discipline. I highly recommend the
challenge as it helps with mental clarity, weight loss and feeling good. It inspired all of
my family to get involved!”
Travis
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